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	Since its release in 1996. the Java language has established itself as one of the leading languages for object-oriented programming. Today, despite competition from Microsoft's .NET Platform, Java continues to be one of the leading languages for application development, especially for web applications. And that's going to continue for many years to come, for several reasons.


	First, developers can obtain Java and a wide variety of tools for working with Java for free. Second, Java code can run on any modern operating system. Third, Java's development has been guided largely by the Java community, and Sun has committed to releasing Java as open source software. As a result, the Java platform is able to evolve according to the needs of the programmers who use the language.


	This book teaches how to develop Java applications at the professional level. It starts by showing how to code, test, and debug everyday business applications that won t crash. It presents object-oriented features like classes, inheritance, interfaces, and polymorphism in a way that s both understandable and useful in the real world...perspective that s often missing in Java training. It presents essential Java skills such as working with data types, control statements, arrays, collections, generics, enumerations, exceptions, threads, Swing components, applets, and text and binary files. It covers new Java SE 6 features such as new JDBC features, the StAX XML API, and the built-in Derby database. And it s all done in the distinctive Murach style that has been training professional programmers for more than 30 years.
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Cutaneous Lymphomas: Unusual Cases 2 (v. 2)Steinkopff, 2006

	This book offers a unique insight into the world of cutaneous lymphomas. In addition to the case description it gives the clinical, histological, and in most cases also the phenotypical features and the results of molecular techniques. A commentary puts the observations into the context of cutaneous lymphomas. High quality pictures accompany...
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Bionics for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The best-selling Evil Genius format provides hobbyists with a fun and inexpensive way to learn bionics via 25 complete projects. Once the focus of popular 70's TV, bionics (integrating mechanical and electronic materials with living matter) are being used more than ever to replace or repair physiological or anatomical functions or disorders....
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Illustrating C (Ansi/Iso Version)Cambridge University Press, 1994

	Using his unique formula--original and readable prose combined with graphics and calligraphy--Donald Alcock revolutionizes the teaching of the C programming language. A special feature of the layout of the book is the double-page spread: each one covers a particular topic making the book useful as a reference manual. This revised edition has...
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Dark Web: Exploring and Data Mining the Dark Side of the Web (Integrated Series in Information Systems)Springer, 2011

	The University of Arizona Artificial Intelligence Lab (AI Lab) Dark Web project is a long-term scientific research program that aims to study and understand the international terrorism (Jihadist) phenomena via a computational, data-centric approach. We aim to collect "ALL" web content generated by international terrorist groups,...
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Buying a Computer For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Flat display? Satellite modem? What do YOU need?
Decide what you want your computer to do, and then pick the parts that get you there     

If your top priority is cool multimedia, you have different computer needs from your pal who can't wait to play games online. Follow Dan's proven system, and you'll come out with the right stuff, buy...
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Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computing: International Conference on Advances in Mathematical Sciences, Vellore, India, December 2017 - Volume II (Trends in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2019

	
		This volume is the first of two containing selected papers from the International Conference on Advances in Mathematical Sciences (ICAMS), held at the Vellore Institute of Technology in December 2017.  This meeting brought together researchers from around the world to share their work, with the aim of promoting collaboration as a...
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